Proper segregation of homologous chromosomes in meiosis I is ensured by pairing of homologs and maintenance of sister chromatid cohesion. In male Drosophila melanogaster, meiosis is achiasmatic and homologs pair at limited chromosome regions called pairing sites. We screened for male meiotic mutants to identify genes required for normal pairing and disjunction of homologs. Nondisjunction of the sex and the fourth chromosomes in male meiosis was scored as a mutant phenotype. We screened 2306 mutagenized and 226 natural population-derived second and third chromosomes and obtained seven mutants representing different loci on the second chromosome and one on the third. Five mutants showed relatively mild effects (Ͻ10% nondisjunction). mei(2)yh149 and mei(2)yoh7134 affected both the sex and the fourth chromosomes, mei(2)yh217 produced possible sex chromosome-specific nondisjunction, and mei(2)yh15 and mei(2)yh137 produced fourth chromosome-specific nondisjunction. mei(2)yh137 was allelic to the teflon gene required for autosomal pairing. Three mutants exhibited severe defects, producing Ͼ10% nondisjunction of the sex and/or the fourth chromosomes. mei(2)ys91 (a new allele of the orientation disruptor gene) and mei(3)M20 induced precocious separation of sister chromatids as early as prometaphase I. mei(2)yh92 predominantly induced nondisjunction at meiosis I that appeared to be the consequence of failure of the separation of paired homologous chromosomes.
M EIOSIS consists of two successive cell divisions
shenson (1933) first pointed out that the centric heterochromatin of the X chromosome is important for sex following a single DNA replication, resulting in the production of haploid cells. Chromosome behavior chromosome meiotic pairing. Only part of the centric X heterochromatin pairs with the Y chromosome. The in meiosis is complex and shows notable differences from that in mitosis. The orderly reduction of chromopairing regions are not evenly distributed throughout the X heterochromatin, but are restricted to particular some number is accomplished by segregation of homologous chromosomes at meiosis I. Sister chromatids segregions (in blocks hB, hC, and hD; Cooper 1959 Cooper , 1964 . A mini-X chromosome consisting almost exclusively of regate at meiosis II as in mitosis. To ensure proper orientation of chromosomes and the subsequent dishA does not pair with a copy of itself or with the Y chromosome, indicating that sex chromosome pairing junction in meiotic divisions, two processes are essential: requires special chromosome entities called "pairing one is the pairing of homologous chromosomes at meiosites" (Yamamoto and Miklos 1977) . Appels and Hilsis I and the other is the maintenance of sister chromatid liker (1982) and McKee and Lindsley (1987) procohesion at the centromere through metaphase II.
posed that the rDNA region functions as an X-Y pairing Male meiosis of Drosophila melanogaster is unusual in site. McKee and Karpen (1990) demonstrated the abilsome respects. Genetic recombination is absent (Mority of a single copy rDNA to restore the pairing and gan 1912) and no chiasmata are formed in bivalents disjunction of a heterochromatin-deleted X chromo- (Cooper 1964) . Ultrastructural analyses have failed to some. McKee et al. (1992) delimited the sequence redemonstrate structural entities of meiotic pairing such sponsible for pairing to the 240-bp repeats in the nonas the synaptonemal complex between paired homologs transcribed region of the genes. Although the repeats (Meyer 1964; Rasmussen 1973; Ault et al. 1982 ; Ault function as a pairing site, other X heterochromatin reand Rieder 1994). However, homologs pair with each gions in which rDNA is absent also promote X-Y pairing other and segregate regularly to the opposite poles. The at a certain level. X chromosomes completely deleted mechanism has been studied by determining chromofor rDNA, such as In (1) , pair at a frequency besome regions important for chromosome pairing. Gertween 55 and 80% depending on the genetic background with the normal Y chromosome (Cooper 1964; Peacock et al. 1975; Yamamoto and Miklos 1977; McKee 1996) . Little is known about the nature of the 1 homology of limited sites of euchromatin (Yamamoto Altogether, eight male meiotic mutants were isolated. In this report we describe the genetic and cytological 1979 , 1981 McKee et al. 1993) .
Meiotic mutants that show high frequencies of nonproperties of these meiotic mutants. disjunction would help to clarify the genetic mechanisms of homologous chromosome pairing and sister MATERIALS AND METHODS chromatid cohesion. Previous studies have demonstrated that in Drosophila females and males homoloChromosomes: Description of genetic markers, balancers, deletions, and compound chromosomes used in this work can gous chromosomes pair and segregate by different be found in Lindsley and Zimm (1992) and Endow 1998). All meiotic mutants that exclusively Ethyl methanesulfonate-treated chromosomes: EMS-mediated muaffect meiosis I exhibit a sex-specific effect. Because, tagenesis was carried out basically following the method of Lewis and Bacher (1968) . We used two different concentrain the male, chromosome-specific pairing sites play a tions of EMS (0.025 m and 0.013 m in 1% sucrose solution).
crucial role in the association of the homologs and beLines each carrying a separately mutagenized second and third cause nonhomologous pairing is totally absent (Yamachromosome were made using balancer chromosomes (CyO moto 1979; Hilliker et al. 1982) , there must be a mechfor the second chromosome and TM3 for the third chromoanism of homolog recognition and holding for each some).
P-element-inserted chromosomes: P{lacW} lines were gifts from chromosome pair. However, the male-specific meiotic E. Nitasaka (Kyushu University) and R. Murakami (Yamaguchi mutants recovered so far that disrupt chromosome pairUniversity) and P{GS} lines were from T. Aigaki (Tokyo Metroing, such as mei-O81, mei-1223, and teflon, affect all or a politan University). P-element-inserted lines were also newly subset of chromosomes rather than just one chromoestablished, using a P{EP} insertion at cytological location some pair (Sandler et al. 1968; 32D, EP(2) Figure 1 ). Dp223 was generated by mei-S332 (Sandler et al. 1968; Kerrebrock et al. 1992) deleting a large portion of mally in male meiosis (see Table 2 ). Because hA does not have
The Drosophila genome has not yet been saturated pairing ability (Yamamoto and Miklos 1977) , Dp223 must for male meiotic genes, mainly because screenings for pair with the compound-XY only by the pairing site located such mutants have been carried out only a few times in the half of hB. We consider this pairing site to be different (Sandler et al. 1968; Baker and Carpenter 1972;  from the 240-bp rDNA spacer repeats, because the repeats could not be detected by fluorescence in situ hybridization Gethmann 1974; . In this study, Cytology: We made meiotic chromosome preparations without colchicine treatment using the air-dry procedure (Yamaphenotypically indistinguishable from regular ones. Nondisjunction frequency of the sex chromosomes was calculated as moto 1992; . We used testes of 0-to 3-day-old adults. We stained the chromosomes with 4Ј,6-dia-[(y ϩ females ϩ y males) ϫ 100/total].
The fourth chromosome: The tester females produce commidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) or Giemsa. We scored prometaphase I and metaphase I cells for the sex, second, and pound-4, [C(4)RM, spa pol ]-bearing, and nullo-4 ova. The sperm third chromosomes, but not for the fourth chromosome, since produced by normal segregation result in spa ϩ progeny, triit is not always visible due to its small, dot-like morphology. y somy-4, and monosomy-4, respectively. Nondisjunction of the w/y ϩ Y males were used as the control. fourth chromosome at meiosis I results in two classes of sperm, Embryo preparation: Females mated with y w/y ϩ Y males diplo-4 and nullo-4. Progeny showing spa pol phenotype are were allowed to lay eggs on apple juice agar plates for 3 hr. clearly the descendants of the nullo-4 sperm, indicating meiEggs were dechorionated in 50% bleach 2-3 hr later. Vitelline otic nondisjunction of the fourth chromosome. Progeny that membrane permeabilization in heptane and fixation and deviarose from diplo-4 sperm are indistinguishable from regular tellinization in a mixture of methanol/heptane were perones. Flies lacking fourth chromosomes are inviable and those formed before staining with DAPI following the procedures carrying a single fourth chromosome are weak and show described in Rothwell and Sullivan (2000) . In separate strong Minute phenotype. Monosomy-4 progeny are subviable.
tests, eggshell morphology was examined under the dissection Although the haplo-4 Minutes were counted (see Tables 2 microscope. All flies and embryos were kept at 24 Ϯ 1Њ. and 3), they were excluded from any calculations because Inverse PCR: Genomic DNA preparation, restriction enviability varied between females and males. On the assumption zyme digestions, ligations, and inverse PCR were performed that all exceptional sperm result from meiosis I nondisjunction essentially following the protocol of Huang et al. (2000) . Puriand that those bearing diplo-4, triplo-4, and tetra-4 show equivfied DNA was digested with MspI, which makes cuts within the alent viability, nondisjunction frequency was calculated as P{GS} vector sequence as well as in the 5Ј flanking sequence. [spa pol progeny ϫ 2 ϫ 100/spa ϩ progeny]. In the case of Following self-ligation, it was PCR amplified with primers 5Ј mei (2) /O females. Nondis-GTAGACGAAGCGCCTCTATTT. The product was then dijunction frequencies were calculated on the basis of the numrectly sequenced using ABI310 sequencer (Perkin-Elmer, Norber of ci ey R progeny derived from nullo-4 sperm. walk, CT) with a BigDye Terminator cycle sequencing kit (ApTo determine which meiotic division is disrupted in a given plied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and a sequencing primer, meiotic mutant, y w/y ϩ Y males were crossed singly to females 5Ј CACTGAATTTAAGTGTATACTTCGG.
In this cross all classes of sperm, two regular and seven exceptional, can be recovered upon fertilization with either C(1)RM (diplo-X ) or nullo-X ova produced by the tester females. Nor-RESULTS mal segregation produces X-bearing and Y-bearing sperm. Nondisjunction at meiosis I produces XY and nullo-XY sperm Screening: We first generated 1100 EMS-treated sec- mutations that might specifically affect the sex chromo-Similarly, 126 second chromosomes from the Katsunuma natural population were screened and two mutants, mei(2)yh15 and mei(2)yh137, were recovered (Table 1). For the sake of comparison, the mutants recovered solely on the basis of abnormal segregation of the fourth chromosome (Table 1) were reexamined in the mating scheme by which the other mutants (Table 1) were obtained. Table 2 shows the results for eight of the nine mutants recovered. The remaining mutant, mei(2)ys91, was not included in Table 2 since it was shown to be Tables 2 and 3 , each mutant examined of the sex and the fourth chromosomes simultaneously.
showed similar nondisjunction frequencies in both Three mutants were recovered. These were mei(2)yh92, C(1;Y)6/Dp223 and X/Y males. Three mutants, mei(2) mei(2)yh149, and mei(2)yh217 (Table 1) . Using the same ys91, mei(2)yh92, and mei(3)M20, may be called severe mating scheme, we next screened 67 second and 33 meiotic mutants, producing Ͼ10% nondisjunction. third chromosome lines from the Ishigaki and Iriomote They all affected the segregation of both the sex and the natural populations. Two mutants, mei(3)M19 and fourth chromosomes. The other five mutants recovered mei(3)M20, were obtained (Table 1) . may be called mild meiotic mutants, producing Ͻ10% We also screened 1482 second and third chromosome nondisjunction. Some of the mild mutants exhibited a P-element-insertion lines. Males that had unmarked X possible chromosome-specific effect. and Y chromosomes and were homozygous for a
The mei(2)yh92 gene was mapped to 2-40.9 (202 re-P-insertion chromosome were single-pair mated to y/y; combinants between Sternopleural and Tufted were C(4)RM, spa pol /O females. Here only fourth chromoscored), and mei(3)M20 was mapped to 3-40 (37 recomsome nondisjunction could be detected. Two mutants, mei(2)ys91 and mei(2)yoh7134, were recovered (Table 1) .
binants between Roughened and Dichaete were scored). A mild mutant mei(2)yoh7134 was shown to be induced represent novel genes. Below we present the results of genetic analyses of each of these mutants and cytological by a P-element insertion (see below) and mapped to the cytological interval 37A4-6 by inverse PCR. The reanalyses for the three severe mutants and a tef allele, mei(2)yh137. maining EMS-induced and natural population-derived mutants were difficult to map because they gave only Severe mutants: mei(2)ys91: The mutation, recovered from a P-element-insertion line, was found to be allelic mild nondisjunction. Complementation tests among the seven meiotic mutations on the second chromosome to ord, which is known to be required for normal sister chromatid cohesion in meiosis (Mason 1976 ; Miyazaki were carried out. In all cases, nondisjunction frequencies of the sex and the fourth chromosomes did not and Orr-Weaver 1992; Bickel et al. 1997) . A heteroallelic combination, mei(2)ys91/ord 1 , produced 26.2% nondiffer from the values observed in the respective heterozygous controls (data not shown). Thus the seven meidisjunction between the X and Y chromosomes (total 237). The severity of nondisjunction seen in the homootic mutations represent different genes on the second chromosome.
zygotes and the hemizygotes (over a deficiency) was equivalent (Table 3) . We cytologically examined and We next asked if these second chromosomal mutants were allelic to the four male meiotic genes previously confirmed the ord phenotype in primary spermatocytes of mei (2)ys91. In the control prometaphase I cells, sister reported, mei-S332 (Sandler et al. 1968) , ord (Mason 1976) , subito (Giunta et al. 2002) , and teflon (tef; Tomchromatids were attached to each other at the centromeres (Figure 2A ). In the mutant cells, precocious sepakiel et al. 2001). Two mutants recovered in this study, mei(2)ys91 and mei(2)yh137, were found to be new alleles ration of sister chromatids was observed for all chromosomes. Figure 2B shows an example of mei(2)ys91 mutant of ord and tef, respectively (see below). The remaining five mutants were shown not to be allelic to any of cells in which the early separation in autosomes is evident. We also observed severely reduced fertility associthe genes already known. Further, there is no known meiotic mutant around the mei(3)M20 gene on the third ated with this mutant [ Table 3 , compare N (number of pair matings) and Total (total number of M ϩ progeny)], chromosome. Thus the male meiotic mutants isolated in this study, five on the second and one on the third, most probably reflecting the production of aneuploid sperm for the second and third chromosomes at high from nondisjunction in meiosis II as well as XY sperm that result from nondisjunction in meiosis I are detectfrequencies, which should generate lethal aneuploid zygotes. We will designate mei(2)ys91 as ord ys91
. ord muable by using the genetic markers we employed. Essentially all of the exceptional sperm were the XY and nullotants have been shown to cause higher levels of nondisjunction in meiosis I than in meiosis II (Miyazaki and XY classes, although a small number of the XX and XXY classes were produced (Table 4) . We conclude that Orr-Weaver 1992).
mei(2)yh92: The EMS-induced mutant mei(2)yh92 mei(2)yh92 predominantly disrupts meiosis I. Cytological examinations of the mutant showed that showed relatively high nondisjunction ‫.)%02ف(‬ To examine which meiotic division this mutant affects, homologous chromosomes faithfully paired in prometaphase-metaphase I cells ( Figure 2C , number of cells y w/y ϩ Y; mei(2)yh92/mei(2)yh92 males were mated to compound-X females, in which XX sperm that result examined is 405). We noticed characteristic abnormali- (2) ties in chromosome behavior in late stages of meiosis mei(3)M20 bears close resemblance to ord with respect to these phenotypes, the two genes are located on differ-I. In the control, anaphase I cells showed synchronous chromosome movement to each pole ( Figure 3A) . In ent chromosomes. Some ord alleles have been shown to disrupt mitotic segregation in the gonial cells, resulting mei(2)yh92, however, some pairs of chromosomes showed a delay in migration to the poles or remained in aneuploidy of primary spermatocytes (Lin and Church 1982; Miyazaki and Orr-Weaver 1992). However, this in the vicinity of the equator in anaphase I cells, while others had already moved a considerable distance to was not the case for at least this allele of the mei(3)M20 gene. In Ͼ100 mutant prometaphase-metaphase I cells the poles ( Figure 3B ). Such disrupted chromosome segregation was observed in 43% of the anaphase I cells examined, all chromosomes paired as bivalents, and neither univalents nor trivalents were observed. (n ϭ 83), whereas it was never observed in the control cells (n ϭ 54). The mutant phenotype can be characterMild mutants: The five mild mutants were subdivided into three categories defined by the chromosomes showized by the presence of daughter nuclei connected by a thin chromatin bridge ( Figure 3C ) or of nuclei associing nondisjunction. Two mutants-mei(2)yoh7134, which was recovered from P-element-insertion lines ated with chromatin trailing behind at telophase I (Figure 3D) . The chromatin lagging is likely a cytological (Toba et al. 1999) , and mei(2)yh149, which was induced with EMS-affected both the sex and the fourth chrobasis of the nondisjunction induced by mei(2)yh92. The mutant shows a unique defect in separation of paired mosomes (Tables 2 and 3) . P-element-excision experiments were performed for mei(2)yoh7134. Males carrying homologous chromosomes at the onset of anaphase I.
mei(3)M20:
The natural population-derived mutant a P-element-excised chromosome, when examined in the mating scheme employed in Table 3 , did not promei(3)M20 induced ‫%04ف‬ nondisjunction of the sex and the fourth chromosomes (Tables 2 and 3 ). Genetic duce nondisjunction at an appreciable frequency (total 512). Thus the mutation was clearly caused by the analysis similar to that described above for mei(2)yh92 indicated that mei(3)M20 primarily affected meiosis I, P-element insertion. This mutant exclusively affected meiosis I because mei(3)yoh7134 males produced XY but the proportion of meiosis II nondisjunctional sperm was significantly higher in this mutant than in the other sperm but not XX sperm (Table 4 ). In contrast, mei(2)yh149 induced either nondisjunction at meiosis II mutants (Table 4 ). Not included in Table 4 is the appearance of triploid intersex progeny [nine C(1)RM/ or chromosome loss at meiosis I and/or II, because no XY sperm were recovered (Tables 3 and 4 
). y ϩ Y; A/A/A and two C(1)RM/O; A/A/A] from the cross. Their occurrence indicates that the mei(3)M20 mutation
The EMS-induced mutant mei(2)yh217 elicited a stronger effect on the sex chromosomes than on the also affects the disjunction of the second and the third chromosomes at high frequencies.
fourth chromosome in C(1;Y)6/Dp223 males (Table 2) , suggesting the possibility that this mutant specifically Cytological analysis revealed that, although homologous chromosomes were apparently paired, sister cenimpairs the function of the pairing site in hB ( Figure  1 ). If this is true, X-Y segregation might be compensated tromeres were prematurely separated as early as prometaphase I in mei(3)M20 cells ( Figure 2D ). Although by other pairing sites on the X chromosome. However, because of its only mild effect on nondisjunction. The mei(2)yh137 mutation turned out to be allelic to a known male-specific meiotic gene, tef, which is required for the maintenance of homolog pairing (Tomkiel et al. 2001) . This gene has been characterized as having an autosome-specific effect. mei(2)yh137/tef Z5549 males showed an increased frequency of fourth chromosome nondisjunction (6.7%) compared to the value (4.6%) observed in homozygous mei(2)yh137, while sex chromosome segregation was unaffected (Table 3) . Similar results (9.7% fourth chromosome nondisjunction, total 1100) were obtained in the male of mei(2)yh137/Df(2R)P803-⌬15. Df(2R)P803-⌬15/ϩ males showed normal segregation (0.7% fourth chromosome nondisjunction, total 578), indicating no dominant effect of tef. The increased level of nondisjunction prompted us to carry out cytology. We observed univalents of autosomes at meiosis I in mutant cells ( Figure 2E) . Either one or both of the major autosomes were evidently unpaired in 12/102 cells hemizygous for mei(2)yh137. The sex chromosome pairing was intact. Such a defect in autosomes was never observed in 265 control cells examined (Figure 2A ). We can infer from the genetic result that the fourth We examined the effect of male meiotic mutants on female fertility: mei(2)yh15 and mei(2)yh149 were fully fertile; ord ys91 and mei(3)M20 were semisterile; and mei(2) nondisjunction took place between the X and the Y chromosomes (Table 3) . Thus it is unlikely that the yh137 (tef yh137 ), mei(2)yh92, mei(2)yh217, and mei(2) yoh7134 were completely sterile. We tested the two fertile mueffect is specific to the pairing site in hB. This mutant was found to cause meiosis I-specific nondisjunction tants for their X and fourth chromosome segregations at meiosis (see materials and methods). Control fe- (Table 4) . Another striking feature of mei(2)yh217 was meiotic drive, that is, a discrepancy in the recovery of males of the genotype y w/y w; spa ϩ /spa ϩ produced no nondisjunction in the X and the fourth chromosomes reciprocal products of meiotic segregation (Table 3) . The recovery of X-bearing sperm (1816) exceeded that (total 2724 and 1760, respectively). In females homozygous for mei(2)yh15 or mei(2)yh149, nondisjunction freof Y-bearing sperm (1175), and recovery of nullo-XY sperm (77) exceeded that of XY sperm (7). The meiotic quencies were comparable to those of the control: 0.1% X chromosome and no fourth chromosome nondisjuncdrive coefficients [X/(X ϩ Y) and O/(XY ϩ O)] were 0.61 and 0.92, which were significantly different from tion in mei(2)yh15 (total 1545 and 997, respectively) and no nondisjunction in either chromosome pair in those of the controls, ϩ/ϩ (0.50 and 0.67) and mei(2)yh217/SM1 (0.52 and 0.80), and from those of mei(2)yh149 (total 1799 and 1227, respectively). Thus, these two meiotic mutants are male specific. the other mutants that predominantly caused meiosis I nondisjunction, mei(2)yh92 (0.51 and 0.61) and mei (3) When mated with wild-type males, females homozygous for ord ys91 and for mei(3)M20 laid a large number yoh7134 (0.51 and 0.75). Consistent results were obtained in separate tests (Table 4) . of eggs. Gross morphology of the eggs was normal. Hatchability of the eggs laid by ord ys91 females (36/635) Two mutants derived from Katsunuma natural population, mei(2)yh15 and mei(2)yh137, caused nondisjuncand mei(3)M20 females (35/657) was ‫.%5ف‬ X chromosome nondisjunction of ord ys91 and mei(3)M20 was estition of the fourth chromosome but not of the sex chromosomes (Tables 2 and 3) . mei(2)yh15 represents a new mated to be 40.0% (total 953) and 52.2% (total 408), respectively. No gynandromorph (X/X-X/O) was prolocus as noted above, but was not examined further duced. We also examined embryonic development by ther screenings are needed to fulfill a set of genes required for male meiosis in D. melanogaster. staining with DAPI. The final preparation included embryos 2-6 hr old. Development beyond the syncytial In this study we examined the segregation of the sex and the fourth chromosomes, but not of the second blastoderm stage was observed in 97.1% embryos from the control females (number of embryos examined is and the third chromosomes, in male meiosis. mei(2)ys91 (named ord ys91 ), mei(2)yh92, and mei(3)yoh7134 disrupted 239), but only 57.7% embryos from ord ys91 females (total 286) and 51.0% embryos from mei(3)M20 females (n ϭ both sex and fourth chromosome segregation. Preferential effects on specific chromosomes were observed in 204) reached the stage. Nondisjunction in mei(3)M20 females and males appears to be caused by the same other mutants: mei(2)yh217 showing a higher rate of nondisjunction in the sex chromosomes and mei(2)yh15 mutation, because the abnormalities were also manifested when mei(3)M20 was placed over a chromosomal and mei (2) ) showing a higher rate of nondisjunction in the fourth chromosome. Because, deficiency Df(3L)vin6 (data not shown), although the possibility that two separate mutations are closely linked in male meiosis, pairing of homologs is mediated by chromosome-specific pairing sites, one can expect to and located within the deletion (68C8-11; 69A4-5) remains.
recover pairing-defective mutants that exhibit a chromosome-specific effect. However, it has not been shown Sterility of mei (2) /Df(2R)P803-⌬15 restored fertility. The tef mutation has been shown to have no effect on female Among meiotic genes analyzed to date, only two, mei-1223 and tef, function specifically in the process of homeiosis (Tomkiel et al. 2001) . No further examination of mei(2)yh137 females was thus performed. The remologous chromosome pairing in meiosis of the male. All chromosome complements are affected in mei-1223 maining three mutants, mei(2)yh92, mei(2)yh217, and mei(3)yoh7134, laid a large number of eggs with normal mutant cells, albeit with different frequencies . tef exclusively affects autosomes but eggshell morphology. In Ͼ100 embryos examined for each genotype, nuclear divisions became abnormal by not the sex chromosomes (Tomkiel et al. 2001; this study) . It has been suggested that homologous pairing the syncytial blastoderm stage. We do not have any evidence to demonstrate that the female sterility of in male meiosis is related to the somatic pairing observed in spermatogonial cells (Cooper 1950 ; Vazquez mei(2)yh92 and mei (2)yh217 is caused by the same mutation responsible for male meiotic nondisjunction. The et al. 2002) . However, the mei-1223 m144 and the tef Z5549 mutants, which severely disrupt meiotic pairing of all P-element-excision experiment for mei(2)yoh7134 mentioned above showed that the female sterility was also autosomes, have no detectable somatic pairing defects (K. Hirai and M.-T. Yamamoto, unpublished observaattributable to the P insertion. tions). Regulatory mechanisms of homologous chromosome pairing mediated by chromosome-specific pairing DISCUSSION sites remain obscure. Three mutants described here, mei(2)yh217, mei(2) We screened 2532 second and third chromosome lines, derived from mutagenesis or from natural populayh15, and tef yh137 , showed potential chromosome specificity, although the effects were mild. Baker and tions, that were homozygous viable and fertile in the male, and recovered nine male meiotic mutants. The
Carpenter (1972) recovered 20 mutants on the X chromosome that induced sex chromosome-specific nondisefficiency was 3/824 for EMS-treated chromosomes, 4/226 for chromosomes from natural populations, and junction at rates of Ͻ10%. It should be mentioned that all male meiotic mutants causing significant anomalies 2/1482 for P-element insertions. The rates were nearly equivalent to those reported previously: 2/160 for EMSin pairing and segregation have never been shown to affect any specific chromosomes. Thus we would postutreated chromosomes (Gethmann 1974) , 4/423 for chromosomes from natural populations (Sandler et al. late that the chromosome specificity in homologous chromosome pairing in the male of Drosophila may be 1968), and 41/18,558 for P-element insertions (Sekelsky et al. 1999 , data on female meiotic mutants). Seven generated by the results of an additive effect of multiple genes with mild influences. of the mutants recovered in this study were located on the second chromosome, each representing a different To obtain mutants that exhibit a specific effect on the pairing site in hB carried by Dp223, but not on the locus. Only one mutant [two lines, mei(3)M19 and mei(3)M20] was on the third. Among the known autosoother pairing sites of the X chromosome, we compared nondisjunction frequencies of the sex chromosomes bemal male meiotic mutants, eight are on the second chromosome [teflon (tef, thought to be allelic to the tween compound-XY/Dp223 and X/Y males. Such mutants, if isolated, would have altered disjunction between extinct mei-S8), mei-O81, mei-G17, mei-S332, orientation disruptor (ord), mei-G87, subito (sub), and sting] and three the compound-XY and Dp223 chromosomes (Table 2) , but not between the normal X and Y chromosomes are on the third chromosome [mei-1223 (mei-I1), mei-I3, and homeless (hls); FlyBase 2003] . Because six of (Table 3) . One mild mutant, mei(2)yh217, did produce possible sex chromosome-specific nondisjunction in eight newly recovered mutants represent new loci, fur-meiosis I, but it showed the same levels of nondisjuncmicrotubules appears to be preserved in the mutant cells. Rather, the separation of paired homologs is defection in both compound-XY/Dp223 and X/Y. mei(2)yh217 may thus be a mutation affecting all pairing sites on the tive in mei(2)yh92. The normal function of the mei(2)yh92 gene product may thus be involved in proteolysis or X chromosome or may be involved in a meiotic process other than pairing. The Stellate (Ste) elements (arrays of dispersal of presumptive adhesive proteins at the pairing sites, for example "segregation bodies" (Wolf 1994) , in partially homologous and tandemly repeated sequences with an open reading frame encoding a 19,500-D proa direct or indirect manner. Alternatively, it may be that transportation of homologous chromosomes upon tein) are expressed when the Suppressor of Stellate on the Y (also composed of tandemly repeated sequences) is dissolution of pairing is perturbed in mei(2)yh92 anaphase I cells. Alignment of bioriented chromosome deleted (Livak , 1990 . The expression of Ste causes, among other effects, chromosome nondisjuncpairs at the metaphase plate is accomplished by the integration of antagonistic poleward forces and antition in male meiosis. Nondisjunction is observed for the sex, second, and third chromosomes but not for the poleward forces, exerted by microtubule dynamics and microtubule-based motor proteins on the kinetochores fourth chromosome (Hardy et al. 1984) . How this type of chromosome-specific nondisjunction occurs is not and along the chromosome arms. Anaphase onset is permitted by downregulation of the antipoleward forces known. Meiosis is disrupted after the formation of bivalents (Palumbo et al. 1994) . Expression of the Ste eleas well as disassociation of partner chromosomes (reviewed in McIntosh et al. 2002; Cleveland et al. 2003 ; ments is also regulated by other mutants such as hls. In the hls mutant males nondisjunction is produced in Scholey et al. 2003) . mei(2)yh92 cells may thus be abnormal in continuous production of antipoleward forces both meiotic divisions (Stapleton et al. 2001) , whereas it is restricted to meiosis I in mei(2)yh217 males. Double during anaphase, blocking the movement of individualized homologous chromosomes to opposite poles. The or nothing is an additional example of meiotic mutant in which nondisjunction frequency of the X and Y chropredominant, but not exclusive, effect of this mutation on meiosis I could be explained if a larger amount of mosomes is appreciably higher than that of the fourth chromosome (Moore et al. 1994 ). This mutation is an the gene product is needed to align a bivalent (tetrad) in meiosis I cells than to align a dyad in meiosis II antimorphic allele of the sub gene encoding a kinesin motor protein required for normal spindle assembly cells, and/or if a redundant pathway exists enabling segregation of sister chromatids in the mutant meiosis (Giunta et al. 2002) .
We also determined which meiotic division was defec-II cells. The remaining two mutants, ord ys91 and mei(3)M20, tive in each recovered meiotic mutant by examining sex chromosome segregation. Three mutants, mei(2)yh92, are both deficient in meiotic sister chromatid cohesion.
The genes ord (Mason 1976 ; Goldstein 1980; Lin and mei(2)yh217, and mei(3)yoh7134, cause meiosis I nondisjunction almost exclusively. Normal function of these Church 1982; Miyazaki and Orr-Weaver 1992; Bickel et al. 1996 Bickel et al. , 1997 Balicky et al. 2002 ; this genes may be involved in homologous chromosome behavior. Two mutants, ord ys91 and mei(3)M20, disrupted study) and mei-S332 (Sandler et al. 1968; Goldstein 1980; Kerrebrock et al. 1992 Kerrebrock et al. , 1995 Moore et al. 1998 ; both meiotic divisions, suggesting sister chromatid cohesion defects. Because almost all exceptional sperm proTang et al. 1998) are known to be defective in meiotic sister chromatid cohesion. Although a majority of the duced by mei(2)yh149 males were nullo-XY class, simple chromosome loss during meiotic divisions may be the previously known Drosophila meiotic mutations affect only one sex, mutations in the ord and mei-S332 genes major cause of the nondisjunction.
Cytological examination as well as gene mapping were result in nondisjunction in both sexes (reviewed in Orr- Weaver 1995) . Similarly, mei(3)M20 causes nondisjuncplausible for the severe effect mutants, mei(2)yh92, mei(2)ys91, and mei(3)M20. mei(2)yh92 caused nondistion in both sexes. Meiotic sister chromatid cohesion, not homologous chromosome pairing, should depend junction almost exclusively at meiosis I, although homologous chromosomes were paired as normal ( Figure 2C) . on a common mechanism in the two sexes. In wild-type spermatocytes, separation of sister chroDouble staining with a DNA dye and an anti-␣-tubulin monoclonal antibody for chromosomes and microtumatids along the chromosome arms occurs in mid-G 2 , but centromeric cohesion is maintained throughout bules, respectively, showed that meiotic spindles were morphologically normal and bivalents were normally meiosis I Vazquez et al. 2002) .
The ord and mei-S332 genes differ from each other in aligned on the metaphase plate (data not shown). The mei(2)yh92 mutation interferes with the fidelity of meiothe stages at which precocious separation of sister centromeres occurs. Cohesion defects become detectable sis I disjunction. When homologous chromosomes begin to move to opposite poles in anaphase I, paired in late-G 2 in ord cells but in late anaphase I in mei-S332 cells. This difference explains the result of genetic chromosomes are lagged behind ( Figure 3B ). The lagging chromosome pairs eventually reached both poles analyses that nondisjunction takes place in both meiosis I and meiosis II in ord but primarily in meiosis II in mei-(normal disjunction) or a single pole (nondisjunction; Figure 3D ). Thus, the ability of kinetochores to bind S332. The ORD and MEI-S332 proteins are essential
